Kraft Airjacket® mailers are unique, lightweight, protective bubble mailers with kraft paper exterior. The paper is laminated to a resilient interior bubble material for effective cushioning protection, and is constructed with a bottom fold and strong side heat seals for superior bursting strength. The paper creates the professional image you are looking for and our pressure sensitive self-seal adhesive closure system is reliable, tamper-evident and easy to use. Ideal for shipping cosmetics, books, jewelry and pharmaceuticals.

Stock or Custom Solutions
Golden Kraft Airjacket mailers are available in ten industry standard sizes through our convenient Stock Products Program. Be Different... Brand your Deliveries! Increase your brand awareness by customizing your package with white paper and our six color printing capabilities that enable us to print even the most complex designs.
**Kraft Paper Bubble Mailers**

**Closure System**
The pressure sensitive (self-seal) adhesive closure is reliable and tamper-evident. The release liner peels off quickly, making it easy to load contents and seal package when the packing process needs to be fast and efficient.

**Material**
Kraft Airjacket mailers are made with golden kraft paper. The paper is laminated to a resilient interior bubble material for effective cushioning. The kraft paper creates a professional image while providing effective protection of contents. This is a great alternative to boxes, enhancing your corporate image and customer perception of your product(s).

**Construction**
The side pouch heat seals and bottom fold construction provides superior bursting strength. Your contents will remain secure from the point of origin to the destination.

**Stock Products Program**
Golden Kraft Airjacket mailers are available for immediate shipment in 10 industry standard sizes. Low minimum quantities allow you to save money by only ordering what you need.

**Custom Capabilities**
Gain brand recognition and enhance your corporate image with custom, high-quality six color printing. Custom sizes are available.